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Project Overview
• Support: Participant in Diversity Scholars Program (DSP) and awarded
CTE Department Action Team (DAT) Grant
• DSP Task 1: Course redesign of UBPL 741: Quantitative Methods I to
increase focus on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI)
• DSP Task 1/DAT Task: Develop a DEI syllabus assessment tool that
instructors and units can use; pilot the tool in Urban Planning
department

Motivations
• Personal growth for faculty member and student to become more
informed and effective advocates for DEI in the classroom and beyond
• Enhance learning experience for all UBPL students by redesigning core
course to incorporate DEI issues as a central theme
• Demonstrate to all KU faculty that any course can address DEI issues; if
it can be done in a methods/stats class, it can be done everywhere
• Enhance and extend broader efforts at KU to improve (even transform)
how we approach DEI issues by developing an easy-to-use, broadly
applicable tool for evaluating and improving courses

Course Background
UBPL 741: Quantitative Methods I is a graduate level course required of
Urban Planning master’s students in their first semester. The learning
objectives (below left) center on helping students become critical
consumers and producers of quantitative analysis. It is taught in a TeamBased Format (below right)

UBPL 741 Course Redesign
My redesign is heavily influenced by the distinction made in the Diversity
Scholars Program between pedagogy (instructional approach), climate
(context and relationships for learning), and content (material covered).
Pedagogy: Sticking with Team-Based Learning (TBL) because:
•
•

TBL fosters personal and professional consideration of DEI issues through participation
on diverse teams, and
active learning approaches like TBL are especially beneficial for traditionally
marginalized or racialized students.

Climate: Make formal and informal adjustments by:
•

•

Revising syllabus to more clearly signal to all students that the course is built around
principles of inclusion, respect, and compassion; additions include reformatting first page
(see below) and adding extensive list of resources available on campus (see DEI tool to
right)
Including more in-class activities and at-home assignments that foster self-awareness
and growth through contemplation, perspective taking, and reflection

We started development of the DEI Syllabus Assessment Tool for use in the Urban
Planning department in Fall 2016.
Through participation in the DSP, we realized 1) other experts with more knowledge than
us on DEI and pedagogy, climate, and content (e.g. Kim Case) already had created great
pieces that could be combined and 2) many units at KU could probably benefit from this
tool. In turn, we drew on existing resources and obtained suggestions from DSP
participants, rather than reinventing the wheel.
We evaluated all syllabi for core courses in the Masters of Urban Planning curriculum
using the tool. All syllabi have strengths, but all need improvement. Tool is currently being
used for UBPL 741 course to provide a case study of how a course can be leveled-up.
With the support of CTE and DSP we are sharing the tool – with an open call for
suggestions on improvements – with the broader KU community.
Pages 1-2:
Cover letter briefly
explaining the
purpose and
history of the DEI
Syllabus
Assessment Tool

Content: Added DEI as Course Theme Alongside Quantitative Methods

• Each of six main modules will focus on core DEI-related theme that is integrated with
methodological theme (ex. overlaying bias/prejudice in data representation module)
• Methodological readings will be complemented by broad DEI-related text (probably Deep
Diversity by Shakil Choudhury) and planning-specific DEI-related materials, such as
professional codes of ethics, journal articles, and practical examples.
• All team activities and individual assignments will use DEI-related examples, cases, and
subjects to explore and understand methodological concepts
• Instead of final exam or more traditional final learning evaluation, require students to
complete a semester-long e-portfolio that synthesizes academic, professional, and
personal growth through weekly reflection/journaling, more traditional quantitative
assignments/problem sets, and a research inquiry of their own development

2016

Core Learning Objectives

Beyond the Single Course Redesign: DEI Syllabus
Assessment Tool for Instructors and Units

Pages 4-6:
Text listing KU DEIrelated resources
that instructors can
include in syllabi as
is or edited

Page 3:
Outline of how DEI
Assessment Tool
can be used to
‘level-up’ course to
be more inclusive

2017
Syllabus Cover Page
Changes

1. Develop literacy in research
methods
2. Provide a foundation of
knowledge and skills for the
application of research methods
3. Develop familiarity with the
design and administration of
data collection

1. Made availability and
willingness to meet clearer
2. Added Teaching Philosophy
Statement that includes my
participation in DSP and
completion of Safe Zone
training
3. Added 4th learning objective
related to building
awareness and critical
thinking around DEI issues
4. Added a bit of color!

Team Based Learning Overview –
From Syllabus page 2

Pages 7-9:
Checklist of 30+
prompts on how to
improve DEI
through climate,
pedagogy, and
content

Next Steps/Ongoing Challenges
DEI Tool Testing and Revision (Spring/summer 2017)
DEI Tool Roll-out (Fall 2017)
How Assess DEI learning in UBPL 741 Class (Fall 2017)

